Nostradamus & The Plague
by Robert A. Nelson

Doctors are warning that the current outbreak of “Black Plague” on the island of
Madagascar will continue to spread and worsen, and could become a global pandemic.
No one is safe from Yersinia pestis, the gram-negative species of bacterium that causes
the disease. About a third of the population of Europe – up to 50 million – died of bubonic
plague during the Middle Ages. A modern pandemic could claim several hundred million lives.

Yersinia pestis
Yersinia plague takes three forms: bubonic, pneumonic, and septicemic. The Center for
Disease Control describes them thus:
Bubonic plague: Patients develop sudden onset of fever, headache, chills, and weakness
and one or more swollen, tender and painful lymph nodes (called buboes). This form
usually results from the bite of an infected flea. The bacteria multiply in the lymph node
closest to where the bacteria entered the human body. If the patient is not treated with the
appropriate antibiotics, the bacteria can spread to other parts of the body.
Septicemic plague: Patients develop fever, chills, extreme weakness, abdominal pain,
shock, and possibly bleeding into the skin and other organs. Skin and other tissues may
turn black and die, especially on fingers, toes, and the nose. Septicemic plague can occur
as the first symptom of plague, or may develop from untreated bubonic plague. This form
results from bites of infected fleas or from handling an infected animal.
Pneumonic plague: Patients develop fever, headache, weakness, and a rapidly developing
pneumonia with shortness of breath, chest pain, cough, and sometimes bloody or watery
mucous. Pneumonic plague may develop from inhaling infectious droplets or may
develop from untreated bubonic or septicemic plague after the bacteria spread to the
lungs. The pneumonia may cause respiratory failure and shock. Pneumonic plague is the

most serious form of the disease and is the only form of plague that can be spread from
person to person (by infectious droplets)…
The current outbreak in Madagascar is of pneumonic plague. Thousands of cases of
plague are reported annually, 95% of which occur in Madagascar and sub-Saharan Africa.
Yersinia plague can be treated with antibiotics, but the incubation period of pneumonic plague is
so short that death often occurs within 12-24 hours after it is contracted and before treatment can
be administered. A modern epidemic of pneumonic plague would be utterly horrific as air travel,
increased population density, and ventilation systems facilitate the process.
Perhaps this photo will help you grasp the situation:

Or, if you prefer:

It is also not unreasonably paranoid to imagine that the disease might mutate naturally
into a more deadly form, or that a government biochemical warfare lab or some insane brainiac
with a CRISPR kit might recombinate it with Ebola virus or the like.
The problem has been compounded recently by the outbreak of Marburg Virus Disease
(MVD) in Uganda. MVD has a 90% mortality rate.
In any case, the invasion by millions of unhealthy Africans, et al., will inevitably bring
“plague” form or another into Europe in the very near future – a rather obvious ratiocination,
albeit politically incorrect.

We were also given fair warning by the eminent 16th century French prophet
Nostradamus, who foresaw an imminent epidemic of the plague. His excellent record of
accuracy qualifies his predictions for careful consideration, especially since he dated some of
them with astrological configurations that will occur in 2018.

Michel de Notredame ( Nostradamus )
Doctor Michel de Notredame, better known as Nostradamus, is widely considered to be
one of the most accurate prophets of all time. His predictions (called quatrains because they are
composed in four lines) were published as The True Centuries, extending “from now to the year
3797”. Nostradamus first wrote his quatrains in plain Old French, and he included names and
dates. Then he rewrote them in a complex code of acronyms, anagrams, apocopes, synechdoches,
ellipses, hyperations and metatheses, syncopes, apheresis, epenthesis, metonyms, and other
exotic grammars and tortured syntaxes. Nostradamus burned (or possibly buried) the original,
explicit prose prophecies because he did not want to complicate humanity’s problem of free
choice, nor to encourage a fatalism that might deter us from making our best efforts to correct
ourselves. He also had no desire to be interviewed by the Holy Inquisition.
Shortly after the publication of The True Centuries, Nostradamus became famous when
some of his quatrains were fulfilled by the death of King Henry II. In the ensuing centuries,
nearly half of his prognostications have been fulfilled with acceptable (and often startling)
accuracy.
About 40 quatrains mention “plague” and “pestilence”, which may be due to Yersinia,
Ebola virus, or something else altogether. A few quatrains mention astrological configurations
that can be dated with an ephemeris. Thus Nostradamus has given us explicit warning of
impending world war, famine, and plague in our very near future:

The horrible war that is being prepared in the West,/ The following year will come the
pestilence./ So very horrible that young, old, nor beast,/ Blood, fire, Mercury, Mars,
Jupiter in France. (C.9-55)
The next conjunction of Mars and Jupiter will be in January 2018, and a “horrible war”
follows soon thereafter. According to Nostradamus, the Black Death will return to devastate
Europe in 2019.
After great trouble for humanity, a greater one is prepared/ The Great Mover renews the
ages:/ Rain, blood, milk, famine, steel, plague,/ In the heavens fire seen a long spark
running. (C.2-46)
Like C.9-55, this quatrain also suggests that World War III has been “prepared” for its
debut our near future, concurrent with the appearance of a major comet – and plague.
The scythe joined with the pond toward Sagittarius/ At the high point of its ascendant, /
Plague, famine, death by military hand,/ The century approaches its renewal. (C.1-16)
The “scythe” is Saturn, and the “pond” is Aquarius. Saturn will enter Aquarius in March
2020.
Century 1-55 describes modern times, complete with aerial warfare, famine – and plague:
Under the climate opposite to the Babylonian/ There will be great effusion of blood,/ The
unrighteous will be on land and sea, in air and sky,/ Sects, famine, realms, plague,
confusion. (C.1-55)
This quatrain is too vague to date or locate, but it is self-explanatory:
Near the gates and within two cities/ There will be two scourges the like of which was
never seen./ Famine within plague, people put out by steel,/ Crying to the great immortal
God for relief. (C.2-6)
Century 2-19 is an apt description of modern Israel/Palestine, plus the impending triad of
famine, plague, and war:
Newcomers, place built without defense,/ Place occupied then uninhabitable:/ Meadows,
houses, fields, towns to take at pleasure,/ Famine, plague, war, extensive land arable.
(C.2-19)
C.2-37 offers no details about place and time, but does specify plague:
Of that great number that one will send/ To relieve those besieged in the fort,/ Plague
and famine will devour them all,/ Except seventy who will be destroyed. (C.2-37)
The plague will enter France through Agde:

Three foists will enter the port of Agde,/ Carrying the infection, not faith but pestilence:/
Passing the bridge they will carry off millions,/ And to break the bridge resistance by a
third. (C.8-21)
The oligarchs and their minions will lose everything in the collapse of Europe and the
world economic system as the plague takes its toll:
Those well off will suddenly be removed, / Through the three brothers the world put in
trouble,/ The enemies will seize the marine city,/ Famine, fire, flood, plague and all evils
doubled. (C.8-17)
The great plague of the maritime city/ Will not cease until there be avenged the death/ Of
the just blood, condemned for a price without crime,/ Of the great lady unwronged by
pretense. (C.2-53)
Apparently, according to C.3-75, the plague (whether Yersinia or some unknown
chimera) also will be used as a biological weapon delivered by a missile or bomb:
Pau, Verona, Vicenza, Saragossa,/ From distant swords lands wet with blood:/ Very
great plague comes with the great shell,/ Relief near, and the remedies very far. (C.3-75)
Nostradamus wrote several dozen quatrains concerning the affliction of Europe by
“distant swords” – Muslim jihadis and associated barbarian hordes -- and plague. Quatrain C.384, for example, probably refers to the sacking of Rome or Paris (“the great city”), and clearly
mentions the “p” word:
The great city will be thoroughly desolated,/ Of the inhabitants not a single one will
remain there:/ Wall, sex, temple and virgin violated,/ Through sword, fire, plague,
cannon people will die. (C.3-84)
“A great plague” will erupt after famine is caused by clouds of locusts and flies that
darken the sky and eat everything chewable:
The fertile, spacious Ausonian plain/ will produce so many gadflies and locusts,/ The
solar brightness will become clouded,/ All devoured, great plague to come from them.
(C.4-48)
Ausonia is the ancient Greek name for southern Italy. The newly-elected Pope (who will
hail from France – the “trembling bark” symbolizes the endangered Catholic Church) will
negotiate with the Muslim leader, probably to pay traditional dimma tribute to be spared from
massacre. But the plague will not be so easily appeased:
Not far from Spain but from ancient France/ Will one be elected for the trembling bark,/
To the enemy will a promise be made,/ He who will cause a great plague in his realm.
(C.5-49)

From the vain enterprise honor and undue complaint,/ Boats tossed about among the
Latins, cold, hunger, waves/ Not far from the Tiber the land stained with blood,/ And
diverse plagues will be upon mankind. (C.5-63)
“The vain enterprise” may well be the European Union. Italy will suffer from storms,
famine, war, and “diverse plagues” besides Black Death – the most likely candidates being Ebola
virus, cholera, flu and anthrax. Quatrain C.7-6 reiterates the problem:
Naples, Palermo, and all Sicily,/ Through Barbarian hand it will be
uninhabited:/Corsica, Salerno, and the isle of Sardinia,/ Famine, plague, war, end of
evils remote. (C.7-6)
After Rome is sacked, the plague (“a very copious pestilence”) will follow:
When the holy temple will be seen plundered,/ The greatest one of the Rhone profaning
their sacred things:/ Through them will appear a very copious pestilence,/ The King is
unjust he will not have them condemned. (C.8-62)
Italians will take to the sea to flee from the plague:
Paterno will hear a cry from Sicily,/ In the Gulf of Trieste all the preparations,/ Which
will be heard as far Sicily,/ From so many sails fled, the horrible plague fled. (C.8-84)
After a just man is executed, plague will break out in an unnamed city, and the
inhabitants will be forced to flee:
Wrongly will they come to put the just one to death,/ In public and in the middle
extinguished:/ So great a pestilence will come to arise in this place,/ That the judges will
be forced to flee. (C.9-11)
In the Cyclades, in Perinthus and Larissa,/ In Sparta and the entire Peloponnesus:/ Very
great famine, plague through false dust,/ Nine months it will last and throughout the
entire peninsula. (C.5-90)
The “false dust” may mean it is artificial – biological warfare. All of Greece and the
neighboring islands will be ravaged by war, hunger and disease.
The horrible plague Perinthus and Nicopolis,/ The Peninsula and Macedonia it will fall
upon:/ it will devastate Thessaly and Amphipolis,/ An unknown evil, and from Anthony
refusal. (C.9-91)
A fortunate elite few will take refuge in a space colony “one hundred leagues from the
hemisphere”:

Very great famine through pestiferous wave,/ Through long rain the length of the arctic
pole:/ “Samarobryn” one hundred leagues from the hemisphere,/ They will live without
law exempt from politics. (C.6-5)
The plague will run its course for some years and eventually return to relative dormancy.
Perhaps too a cure will be developed, based on the immunity of survivors and/or the genomes of
Yersinia, et al.
FYI and small comfort, there are a few patents for such vaccines: US8722046 (Human
Monoclonal Antibodies Protective Against Bubonic Plague); KR20110043201 (Vaccine for EyeDrop Immunization...); US2009130103 (Purification of Modified Yersinia p. Antigen Fusion
Proteins); US2007043215 (Recombinant F1-V Plague Vaccine); US6706522 (Plasmid DNA
from Yersinia p.); FR2517966 (Anti-plague vaccine).
Perhaps these US Patents can provide solace and succor versus Ebola and Marburg virus:
US7947286 / US7964708 / US7994139 / US8735369 / US8703735 / US8475804 / US8664274 /
US8492434 / US8163703, etc. -- and there several dozens more related USP applications and
foreign patents extant.
All the above-listed patents involve expensive high technologies that will be in short
supply and eventually unavailable as the social infrastructure collapses. That leaves very few
choices as last resorts. One may be TetraSilver TetrOxide (TSTO), the most powerful antipathogenic known. Ingestion or injections of hydrogen peroxide may also prove effective.
Ozone Therapy is an outright cure for Ebola virus, and probably also destroys Yersinia
pestis as well. The effectiveness of ozone in combating Ebola virus was amply demonstrated by
Doctor Robert Rowen:
In October 2014, I traveled to Sierra Leone with my colleague Howard Robins to train
local health professionals to treat Ebola with ozone therapy. Training went great. We hit a
snag. While at the Sierra Leone Ebola treatment center outside the capital, a call came in
from the Ministry of Health halting the ozone project. Patients were forbidden to receive
ozone, and the staff as well. The staff did continue with our training fearing for their lives
otherwise. Patients were denied and left to die.
As 'luck' would have it, several health providers, who were on the front line, subsequently
did come down with Ebola. Additionally we know of three additional doctors who
contracted the disease. Of these three, two outright refused ozone therapy and quickly
and miserably died. These made international news. The third was trained by me and
requested ozone and was REFUSED. He also, sadly, died miserably. The remaining 4
managed to get the therapy and all 4 responded nearly instantly, totally recovered within
a few days and had no complications. The government announced in the world news that

one military physician did recover, and seemed to take credit. However, the government
omitted the fact that he received ozone therapy.
We have just published the results of our 4 cases in the African Journal of Infectious
Diseases, and I am providing it here for you to read and enjoy.
Please also know that a fifth person, the female consort of one of the senior doctors, who
refused ozone and died, had encouraged him to get ozone. She was placed under armed
guard quarantine at her home and could not exit to get ozone prophylaxis. Fearing for her
life, having had intimate exposure, she scaled a razor wire fence in the middle of the
night, shredding her skin, to evade the guards. She was able to get to ozone and
developed no symptoms. This is a story made for Hollywood. I'll avoid the rest of the
ramifications of what happened for now...
When -- not if -- antibiotics and vaccines or ozone is unavailable at any price, and you
cannot escape, do not give up hope. A free natural cure may be at hand -- if Urine Therapy
happens to be effective. It behooves the wise reader to become educated about the prophylactic
and therapeutic value of fresh urine so the knowledge can be applied in time.
Let us hope that Nostradamus was mistaken, though this does not appear to be the case.
Many of his quatrains describe the present invasion of Europe by African and Mideastern jihadis
and other nihilists. A few of the quatrains quoted above link the plague and the invasion in no
uncertain terms.
In closing, Quatrain C.9-55 in particular bears repeating. It is quite explicit about our
very near future, and it is astrologically dated "Mercury, Mars, Jupiter", suggesting a conjunction
of those planets:
The horrible war that is being prepared in the West,/ The following year will come the
pestilence/ So very horrible that young, old, nor beast,/ Blood, fire Mercury, Mars,
Jupiter in France. (C.9-55)
The next conjunction of Jupiter and Mars will be in January 2018. Thus, according to
Nostradamus' calculations, the Black Plague will return in 2019. Mercury is not part of that
conjunction, but Nostradamus might have erred in his calculation of its orbit (88 days) from
some 500 years ago.
Meanwhile: got gas masks? Got antibiotics? Got ozone? Got urine?
*****
About the Author: Robert A. Nelson is a 10th grade dropout with no credentials. He established
Rex Research in 1982 to archive information about suppressed, dormant, and emerging
technologies and therapies. He persists…

